Take the Ten Toes Express to Parkview

TOTAL WALK DISTANCE: 1 mile

The Parkview subdivision is a neighborhood of gracious homes, stately trees, and curving streets built after the 1904 World’s Fair. It straddles the edges of St. Louis and University City, north of the Washington University main campus. Discover it for yourself with this easy walk from the Skinker MetroLink Station.

Directions:
• Take MetroLink to the Skinker Station.
• Make your way to the northwest corner of Skinker and Forest Park Parkway. Kayak’s Coffee is across the street on your right and Washington University is behind you.
• Walk north on Skinker to enter the second set of stone pillars (not an alley).
• Bear left on Waterman, which curves west then north.
• A stop sign for motorists marks Limits Walk (city limits University City/St. Louis).
• Turn right on Center Street.
• Turn right on McPherson, which curves east then south.
• Follow McPherson to return to the stone gates on Skinker. Turn right on Skinker to get back to MetroLink.

To Decrease Your Steps:
• You may shorten the walk by .33 mile if you turn right on Limits Walk to McPherson.

To Increase Your Steps:
• Explore the neighborhood using Limits Walk which bisects Parkview subdivision between Delmar and Millbrook Blvd. It is the pedestrian extension of Limit Avenue marking the boundary between University City and the City of St. Louis. (No access to Delmar or Millbrook.)